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EXTEND THE CITY

Pier is the most artificial space inside a city. Heavy, industrial, concrete area which does not respect the city tissue. 
With our concept we would like to follow the urban grid and extend the city, creating a landmark, new symbol of San 
Francisco. The rectangular ring with proportions characterictical for one block of San Prancisco’s city grid is elevated 
above the water level and it’s resting it’s two arms on the longitudinal pavilion standing on the Pier 26. The structural 
luminous form of Book House is levitating underneath the Bridge, expanding the city tissue in it’s most extended 
outwards cell, creating a strong character on the skyline and waterline of the Baoutwards cell, creating a strong character on the skyline and waterline of the Bay. The floating Book House hosts 
multimedia library, work spaces, cafe, bookshop, mutli-purpose space, assembly hall for lectures and performances 
and research collections. It is all dristributed on the two levels that are blending into continous space going up or 
down like the San Francisco’s streets. These small-scale hills and valleys created by the slab  give this space a 
unique character by gradually changing view level and creating smooth transitions inside. The 20m wide landscape all 
along the building allows for creating zones of activity which are not physically partitioned so that atmosperes can 
blend into one another creating a relationship between spaces and people. Groundfloor pavilion is a multipurpose blend into one another creating a relationship between spaces and people. Groundfloor pavilion is a multipurpose 
space hosting a restaurant, cafeterias extended to the public deck which works as a urban plaza and simple water-taxi 
terminal or small marina on the opposite side of the pier. The green roof of the pavilion serves as oper air reading 
areas. The overall strong form of these two combined volumes creates a series of public spaces that can accomodate 
a multitude of programs within its open courtyard spot. A 360 deegrees variable view inwards and outwards offers a 
unique experience for all the visitors and creates a new iconic symbol of San Francisco. 
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